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Key Chains

HUN4

New! Fuzzy Llama Keychain  
Sparkle llama blanket and ultrasoft faux fur poms in 
white, lt pink, hot pink and black with keychain loop 
& lobster hook.
FFLK8   8 keychains @ $5.00    $40.00

New! Fuzzy Popsicle Keychain  
Ultrasoft faux fur pom-pops with keychain loop & 
lobster hook. Colors: peach/pink, fushcia/purple, 
mint/lt pink, blue/fushcia, fuchsia/purple, lt pink/
fuschia
FFICE12  12 keychains @ $5.00    $60.00

New! Fuzzy Pineapple Pom Keychain  
Ultrasoft faux fur pineapple with keychain loop & 
lobster hook. Colors: neon yellow or lt pink.
FFPN6   6 keychains @ $5.00    $30.00

New! Holographic Unicorn Keychain  
Holographic unicorn head & tail on faux fur 
pompom with keychain loops: Lt Pink or White.
HUN4   4 keychains @ $5.00    $20.00
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New! Holographic iPhone Purse  
Loop one of your new keychains to this purse/
organizer.  
HiP8   8 purses @ $5.00    $40.00

Princess Crown Purse  
Soft woven girls purse topped with sparkle stars & 
pompoms.  Purse size (5.5”x5”) colors: grey, pink, 
PCP4 4 purses  @ $10.00 $40.00

Holographic Unicorn Purse 
Glittery girls purse topped with Holographic Unicorn.  
Purse size (5.5”x4”) with magnet closure & shoulder 
strap in colors: silver, lt pink, black, champagne  
HUP8  8 purses  @ $10.00 $80.00

Purses

PCP4
in grey

HUP4
in pink

New! Rhinestone Motif Keychain  
Sparkle fun leather backed with tassle, loop and 
lobster hook for your bag or keys.
RMKEY6  6 keychains @ $7.00    $42.00
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“Aroma-bows” 
ONLY from Bows Arts

» Scented ribbon: honey, peony, lily & powder blue 
» Aromatherapy for happy hair 
» Silicon lined grippie clippie holds whisps of hair

Aroma-Bows  
Rub these scented ribbons to release their scent.  
Scent will last up to 2 years.  
Mini-Giant on silicon-lined covered “Grippie Clippie”
$3.00 each - Minimum 3 per scent

AB1  Honey scent (Lt Pink) 
AB2  Peony scent (Hot Pink) 
AB3 Lily of the Valley (Aqua)
AB4  Powder-Blue (Blue)

Scented 
Bows!

AB2 
hot pink
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Grippie Clippies w Rhinestone Motif
Rhinestone studded leather: wink emoji, silver heart, 
butterfly, mermaid, hibiscus, kiss emoji, pink heart, 
rainbow, unicorn, peppermint, Hawaiian girl emoji, 
multi-heart, narwhal, bow kitty, cupcake, star, crown, 
sleeping kitty, candy. 
RM10       19 clippies @ $5.00 $95.00

Headbands w Rhinestone Motif
Wink emoji, silver heart, butterfly, mermaid, hibiscus, 
kiss emoji, pink heart, rainbow, unicorn, peppermint, 
Hawaiian girl emoji, multi-heart, narwhal, bow kitty, 
cupcake, stars (on model below), crown, sleeping kitty, 
candy.
RM1       19 headbands @ $7.50 $142.50

Rhinestone Motifs

RM10 RM1
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UN1

Headbands

Bunny Headband 
soft fun bunny ears great for Easter or everyday 
dress up. colors: shocking pink, or white.
BEHB1  4 headbands @ $5.00    $20.00

UN1

Sparkle Cat Ears Headband  
glittery cat ears on 1/8” headband. Great for dress 
up. colors: purple, royal, silver, pewter, black, 
shocking pink, pearl pink, lt pink, champagne
CATHB1  9 headbands @ $5.00    $45.00

CATHB1

UNHB2
BEHB1

CATHB1

Unicorn Headband  
soft fun unicorn ears & metallic horn makes every girl 
feel like a magical creature. Colors: silver, pink
½” Headband    FUZZY UNICORN 
UN1   4 headbands @ $5.00    $20.00

Unicorn Ruffle 
Headband 
multi-rainbow
shocking pink, 
silver, 
lt pink  
UNHB2  
4 headbands @ $7.00 
   $28.00
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Marabou Feathers

Marabou Tiara
1/8” headband with feathers across the top in 
colors: fuchsia, lt pink, white, turquoise, black 
MFT1  5 headbands  @ $5.00 $25.00

MFH1
in pink 

Marabou on Narrow Headband   
1/8” headband with 6” feather puff in colors: 
fuchsia, pink, peach, mauve, champagne, white, ivory 
MFH1  7 headbands  @ $10.00 $70.00

MFT1
in turquoise 

Swan Marabou Pompom Clip New! 
White pompom with sparkle swan head on clippies.
SPC10  4 clips  @ $4.00 $16.00

SPC10
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Swan Popper Clips  New!
Sparkle Swan clippies can be worn on & off a bow.  
colors: gold, silver, white
SSP10  12 clips  @ $2.50 $30.00

Glitter Bows  
4” flat bows covered in sparkle on clippies.
Colors: pink, fuchsia, multi-pink, purple (on model 
below), white, gold, silver, black.
GB4   8 bows @ $5.00    $40.00

GB4

Unicorn & Rainbow Poppers  New!  
Butterflies, unicorns, rainbows and crowns on 
sparkle covered clippies.
URB10   14 clips @ $5.50    $77.00

URB10
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Faux Double Pompom Headband New!  
2 faux poms on seemless narrow headband in colors: 
lilac, lt pink, lt peach, mauve, grey, ivory, 
shocking pink, red, cranberry, navy, royal
FFHB18 11 headbands  @ $7.00 $77.00

FFHB18

Sparkle Pineapple Popper Clips
Sparkle clippies can be worn on and off a bow.  
Colors: shocking pink, lt pink, yellow
SPA10   12 clippies @ $2.50   $30.00 

SPA10

Sparkle Hedgehog Popper Clips  New!
Sparkle clippies can be worn on or off a bow, colors: 
black, navy, silver, shocking pink, white, pink
GHC14   12 clippies @ $2.50    $30.00 

What are “Popper Clips”?
• Stack charms atop your  bows
• Changeable according to your 

mood,  season, or event. 
• Poppers can be worn seperately

GHC14

FFHB18
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Unicorns & Llamas

Glitter Unicorn “Popper” Clip
unicorn can be removed and worn seperately

POPPER CLIPPIES GLITTER-UNICORNS
GUC10       18 clips @ $2.50         $45.00

Big (5” on clippie)  GLITTER-UNICORNS
GUC15       12 bows @ $5.50         $66.00

GUC10
GUC15 LP4

Sparkle Unicorn Mini-Charms  New!  
Glitter covered unicorn charm attached to center 
of bow colors: Navajo turquoise, white, orchid, 
pink, shocking pink, hot pink
UNC12   24 infant bows @ $2.75 $66.00
UNC13   24 toddler bows @ $3.25 $78.00
UNC14   12 small bows @ $3.50 $42.00
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Sparkle Unicorn “Popper” Clip  New!  
Popper clipped on 4” bow. Bow colors: lt orchid, 
silver, navajo turquoise, white
USC12  12 poppers @ $3.00  $36.00
USC14    12 bows @ $5.50 $66.00

Mini-multicolor Unicorn Charm   
Toddler  (3” on clippie)    MINI-UNICORNS
UNC3     24 bows @ $3.25          $78.00

Llama “Popper” Clip New! 

POP ON CLIPPIES LLAMA POPPERS
LP10       12 clips @ $2.50          $30.00

Small Prints (4” bows w Llama) LLAMA POPPERS 
See 10 facing for the strip of 12 on 4” bows.  
LP4        12 bows @ $5.25          $63.00

UNC3

“Poppers” 

can be removed &

 worn seperately!  

Unicorn Sparkle Clippie 
3” sparkle unicorns on sparkle covered clippies.
Colors: white, pink, gold.
USC10   12 clips @ $3.00    $36.00

USC14

USC10
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Crowns

 Dress Up Crown Headband 
  headbands hold on tight with a comb built in     
  for girls age 2+.  
  colors: pink, hot pink, shocking pink, purple
  DUCHB  8 headbands @ $2.00  $16.00

Birthday Crown 
Stretch sparkle headbands hold rhinestone 
crowns on your birthday girls age 2+.  
colors: fuchsia, silver (on model), black
BDC1  6 headbands @ $3.00  $18.00

BDC1 in silver

DUCHB

Sparkle Crown Sampler 
Stack this sparkle crown in the center of 
your bow or wear it on it’s own.  
SCC10      16 pcs @ $2.50  $40.00

SCC10

SCC10 - on it’s own 
or 

pop it on a 7” bow
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SBDC10
with or without 
bows

Sparkle Ice Cream Cone Popper
Stack this sparkle ice cream in the center of your 
bow or wear it on it’s own.  Colors: pink/lt pink, 
turquoise, gold, fuschia, white/lt pink
SIC10   10 clips @ $2.50  $25.00

SIC10 
shocking pink

Sparkle Birthday Cake 
Stack birthday charms on a bow or solo
SBDC10      12 pcs @ $2.50  $30.00

SBDC10
clipped to 
5” bow

Bonbon for Baby  New sizes!
donut, cupcakes, ice cream, cookies, and brownie 
charms fixed to the center of bows.  Style of treats 
may vary according to side of bow.
BB10      24 infant bows @ $2.75  $66.00
BB11      24 toddler bows @ $3.25 $78.00
BB12     12 small bows @3.50  $42.00

BB10 - infant 2” size bows

Birthday
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MM352

Dancers

SDB4

Sequined Dancer 
colors : azalea (on model above), pink, gold, silver
½” Headband    SEQUINED DANCER
SDB4   8 bows @ $5.00 $40.00 
SDB41    8 headbands @ $7.50 $60.00

SDB4

Sequined Butterfly Clippie  
2” clippie  SEQUINED BUTTERFLY
colors : red, shocking pink, pink, lt pink, white, 
silver, gold, turquoise.
MM352  16 clips @ $2.00 $32.00

Iridescent Organdy Bow  New!  
pinwheel style iridescent organdy 4.5” bow on 
clippie. Colors: lt. pink, colonial rose gold, fresco 
OR215     9 bows @ $4.00  $36.00
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Galaxy Tulle Bow  New!  
pinwheel style tulle with tiny stars and moons. 
Colors: colonial pink, lt pink, silver, peach
GTB10             strip of 8 clips @ $3.00    $24.00

 

Tulle Ballerina Clippie  New!  
sparkle dancers with tutus on clippie can be added 
to any bow. Colors: lt.blue, lt.pink, cream, peach
TBC10   strip of 8 clips @ $3.00    $24.00

Beaded Crystal Dancer Headband New! 
Narrow metal covered headbands colors: white, pink 
motifs: butterfly, heart, daisy,
BC14N   10 on headbands @ $5.00    $50.00

GTB10

BC14N

TBC10
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Sparkle

DDS-SP3
DDS13

Diamond Dust Satin - Bright  
Toddler  (3” on clippie)  DIAMOND DUST SATIN
DDS-SP3       16 bows @ $2.50         $40.00

Big (5” on clippie)  DIAMOND DUST SATIN
DDS-SP5       12 bows @ $4.00         $48.00

½” HEADBAND    DIAMOND DUST SATIN
colors below: pink, azalea, regal purple, sea 
blue, mallard, icy green, orange, red, black, 
silver, champagne, old gold.
DDS13  12 headbands @ $4.00 $48.00

Diamond Dust Satin - Pastel 
colors: azalea, hot pink, pearl pink, rose gold, 
gold, champagne, silver-white, lt orchid, 
ocean blue

Super Toddler (3” )  PASTEL DIAMOND DUST
DDP3      16 bows @ $3.00         $48.00

Big (5” on clippie)  PASTEL DIAMOND DUST
DDP5       12 bows @ $4.00         $48.00

DDP5

Sparkle

DDP5
rose gold
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Candelabra   
colors: royal blue, periwinkle, pink, mauve, scar-
let (on model), apricot, champagne, ivory, white, 
silver, french blue
Big (5” on clippie)   CANDELABRA
BL35   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00

BL35

BL35DDG-SP5

Diamond Dust—Grosgrain
colors: azalea, shocking, hot pink, sherbet, lt 
pink, white, baby maize, apple, tropical blue, 
mineral ice, electric blue, grape. (also available in: 
pewter, silver, champagne, old gold, black & ivory)

Toddler  (2” bow)  DIAMOND DUST GG
DDG-SP2 24 bows @ $2.50         $60.00

Super Toddler (3” bow) DIAMOND DUST GG
DDG-SP3       12 bows @ $3.50         $42.00

Big (5” on clippie) DIAMOND DUST GG
DDG-SP5       12 bows @ $4.50       $54.00
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Organdy Size Chart:

Order by color!
Choose your color 
from the facing 
page.  

When ordering by 
color, minimum 
order of 3 pieces 
per color per size.

Exclusive Organdy!
New size!
OR46 
in cobalt
blue

#OR42
Infant 2” bow on small clippie

24 bows @ $2.25 each

#OR43
Toddler 3” bow on small clippie

24 bows @ $2.50 each

#OR45
Small 5” bow on clippie

12 bows @ $4.50 each

#OR46
 Big 7” bow 
  on clippie
12 bows  @
$6.00 each

#OR48
Giant 8” bow 

 on “teeth” clippie
     12 bows @ 

$6.50 each
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Organdy
Organdy New Colors!  
colors top to bottom: 
(#Strip A): white, ivory, lt coral, nude, vanilla, lt pink, 
colonial rose, azalea, shocking pink, delbard red.  
(#Strip B): purple, grappa, raisin, rust, brown, dijon, shell 
grey, silver, pewter, 
(#Strip C): black, navy, royal cobalt, lt blue, sapphire, 
aquamarine, mint, forest

STRIP-A STRIP-B STRIP-C

OR42  24 bows@ $2.25  $54.00
OR43  24 bows@ $2.50 $60.00
OR45  12 bows@ $4.50  $54.00
OR46  12 bows@ $6.00  $72.00
OR48   12 bows@ $6.50  $78.00
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DDO-SS5OR52Organdy

 

Diamond Dust Organdy  
organdy that glitters: red, azalea, purple, navy, royal 
blue (on model below), turquoise, mint, coral, ivory, 
white, silver, lt pink

Toddler (3”) DIAMOND DUST ORGANDY
DDO-SS3          24  @ $3.00         $72.00

Big (5”)  DIAMOND DUST ORGANDY
DDO-SS5          12  @ $5.00         $60.00

Giant (7”) DIAMOND DUST ORGANDY
DDO-SS7          12  @ $6.00         $72.00

DDO-SS5
in royal blue

Organdy
Organdy with Sequin 
colors: white, lt pink, pink, lt orchid, delphinium, lt blue, 
navajo turquoise, kiwi, lemon, orange, shocking pink & 
azalea.

Infant (2”)   SUMMER ORGANDY with SEQUIN 
OR53a   24 bows @ $2.75  $66.00

Toddler (3”)   SUMMER ORGANDY with SEQUIN 
OR53   24 bows @ $3.00  $72.00 

Small (5”)       SUMMER ORGANDY with SEQUIN 
OR52   12 bows @ $5.00  $60.00 
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Lace & Dupioni Silk 

Dupioni Silk  
exquisite textured silk in colors:  white, antique 
white, ivory, coral, pink, mauve, taupe, gold, navy, 
lavender, purple, red      
Giant Bows (7” on teeth clip) 
DS17   12 bows @ $7.00  $84.00

Dupioni Headband 
headbands with 7” bow attached in colors as above list.
DS17H  12 headbands  @ $13.00 $156.00 LC25

Rainbow Lace   
Lace bows now available in COLORS:
red, fuchsia, pink, coral, ivory, chartruese, aqua, 
turquoise, navy, lavender, grey   

Big (5” on clippie)   RAINBOW LACE
LC25   12 bows @ $5.50  $66.00

Giant (7” on teeth clippie)   RAINBOW LACE 
LC27   12 bows @ $6.50  $78.00

LC27

DS17H
mauve dupioni on headband

DS17
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Provençal Linen     
soft linen fabric in colors: oyster, chateau rose, 
pink blush, white, antique white, pale peach, 
shale green, dusty blue, pewter, portobello, 
black, navy

PL3  24 toddler (3”) @ $2.50  $60.00 
PL4 12 small (4”) @ $3.00    $36.00 
PL5 12 big (5”) @ $4.00    $48.00

PSG5 PL5
Provençal Satin-Grosgrain   
Grooved style ribbon like grosgrain, but with 
satin edges. 5” bow on clippie in colors: oyster, 
pink blush, chateau rose, white, antique white, 
pale peach, shale green, dusty blue, pewter, 
portobello, black, navy
PSG5  12 bows @ $4.00    $48.00

PSG5
in oyster

PL5
in antique white
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Sweetheart Satin  
on strip #FW343 to the left, colors listed top to bottom: 
beauty, wine, dusty rose, nora, old gold, tan, chardon-
nay, vanilla, pink blush, rosewater, silver, pewter

Infant (2”on clippie)  SWEETHEART SATINS
FW340   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00

Toddler (3” on clippie) SWEETHEART SATINS
FW341   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00

Small (4” on clippie)   SWEETHEART SATINS 
FW342  12 bows @ $2.75  $33.00
       
Big (5” on clippie)   SWEETHEART SATINS 
FW343   12 bows @ $3.25  $39.00

Giant (7” on teeth clippie)   SWEETHEART SATINS
FW347  12 bows  @ $4.25    $51.00

Pastel Satin  
on strip #MM52 to the left colors listed top to bottom:  
white, antique white, cream, champagne, lt coral, 
lt pink, pink, baby maize, mint, lt blue, iris, lt orchid

Infant (2” on clippie)    PASTEL SATINS 
MM50   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3” on clippie)  PASTEL SATINS 
MM51    24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4” on clippie)   PASTEL SATINS 
MM52   12 bows @ $2.75  $33.00 

Big (5” on clippie) PASTEL SATINS 
MM53   12 bows @ $3.25  $39.00 

Giant (7” on teeth clip) PASTEL SATINS 
MM54   12 bows @ $4.25  $51.00 

SatinMM52FW343

FW347
in chardonay
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Hearts

VB60Sequined Heart  
2” hearts made of sequins in colors:
• shocking pink
• lt pink
• lilac
Heart clips can also stack on top of 
bows.
VB60 12 hearts @ $3.00     $36.00

Metallic Hearts with Pompom
slightly puffy hearts on sparkle clippies with mink 
pompom on the cheek. Colors: gold, silver, pink   
MHP10  12 clips @ $3.00     $36.00

Fuzzy Heart
3” faux fur super soft hearts on clippies
Colors: purple, white, hot pink, lt pink, red, mauve
FH10   12 clips @ $3.00    $36.00

FH10

MHP10
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Chiffon Heart
2” chiffon hearts made of rosette style swirls
colors: red, shocking pk, lt pink, coral, ivory, 
white, lt blue, purple
VB50  14 hearts @ $2.00       $28.00

VB50

VB50

Valentine Charm Bow
Toddler (3”)  VALENTINE CHARM
VB10   16 bows @ $3.00  $48.00 

Small (4”)  VALENTINE CHARM
VB6   12 bows @ $3.50  $42.00 

Big (5”)   VALENTINE CHARM
VB7   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

Valentine Print Bow
Infant (2”)  VALENTINE PRINT
VB1   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00

Toddler (3”)  VALENTINE PRINT
VB4   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  VALENTINE PRINT
VB3   12 bows @ $2.75  $33.00 

Big (5”)   VALENTINE PRINT
VB5   12 bows @ $3.25  $39.00

VB5

VB10
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Easter & St Pat’s Print
Big (5”)  EASTER/SHAMROCK PRINT
6 of each shamrocks and bunnies
EC5  12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00

Bunnies 

BPC30

Bunny Pompom Clippie 
Fuzzy pompom with sparkle bunny ears peeking 
out. Colors: fuschia, pink, aqua, champagne, white/
pink 
BPC30   15 clippies @ $3.00            $45.00

SB10

EC5

EC5

BPC30

SB10

Sparkle Bunny “Popper” Clip  New!
Wear them alone or stack them on bows.  
Colors: lt pink, pink, multi-silver,  silver.
SB10   12 clippies  @ $2.50         $30.00
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Pastel Pompom on Grippie Clippie 
colors: peach, blush, white, aqua, lt blue, lilac, lt pink
PP10   21 poms @ $2.25    $47.25

PP10

Fuzzy Bunny “Popper” on Bows New!
Colors: pink, lt pink, white, antique white, aqua, lt 
orchid grosgrain 5” or 7”  bow with bunny clipped in.
FBP15   12 on 5” bows  @ $5.50         $66.00
FBP17   12 on 7” bows  @ $6.50         $78.00

Sparkle Fruit Clippie Poppers New!
Wear them alone or stack them on bows: 
watermelon, strawberry
SW10   12 clippies solo  @ $2.50         $30.00
SW15   12 on 4” bow  @ $5.00         $60.00

FBP17

FBP15
big pink 

bow 
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4th of July PN12

PN12

4th of July Charms 
red, white, blue, prints and solids with patriotic &  
nautical embellishment.

Toddler (3” on clippie)   PATRIOTIC CHARMS
PN12   16 bows @ $2.75/3.00  $46.00 

Small  (4” on clippie)    PATRIOTIC CHARMS
PN13   12 bows @ $3.50  $42.00 

Big (5” on clippie)   PATRIOTIC CHARMS
PN10a  12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00

Mermaid “Popper” Clip  New!
Wear them alone or stack them on bows.  
Color (tail) : turquoise, white, pink, shocking.
MPC10   12 clippies  @ $2.50         $30.00
OMP57       6 big & 6 giant @ $6.50/7.50         $84.00

OMP57
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Patriotic Headband 

½” Headbands   PATRIOTIC HEADBANDS 
PN6       12 headbands @ $4.25   $51.00

1½” Headbands    PATRIOTIC HEADBANDS
PN22  6 headbands @ $7.50 $45.00

PN6

4th of July Prints 
Infant & Toddler (2” & 3” on clippie)  4th PRINTS 
PN1   24 bows @ $1.75/2.00  $45.00 

Small  (4” on clippie)     4th PRINTS
PN3   12 bows @ $2.75  $33.00 

Big (5” on clippie)    4th PRINTS
PN4  12 bows @ $3.25  $39.00 

Giant (7” on teeth clippie)   4th PRINTS
PN5  12 bows @ $5.00  $60.00 

PN1 PN5

PN22

PN5
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#GG2 = Infant bows
2” bow on small clippie
$1.75

#GG3 = Toddler bows
3” bow 
small clippie
$2.25

#GG4 = Small bows 
4” bow 
medium clippie
$2.50

#GG5 = Big bows
5” bow 
medium clippie
$3.00

#GG7 = Giant bows
7” bow
teeth clippie
$4.00

Order by color:   3 per color / size.  
Grosgrain Size Chart
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Cheer Bows! = Super Jumbo 9” bows

MM10 in neon pink, electric blue, navajo turquoise

Super Jumbo Cheer Bows
Super Jumbo Bow (9” on barrette)       CHEER BOWS
red, orange, maize, yellow gold, apple, emerald, mint, 
turquoise, navajo turquoise, aquamarine, lt blue, 
electric blue, navy, black, grey, antique white, white, 
lt. pink, pink, nora pink, coral, hot pink, shocking 
pink, neon pink, lt orchid, regal purple, burgundy & 
cranberry.
MM10       12 bows @ $8.00   $96.00

BCHB
in electric blue

½” grosgrain headbands $4.00 ea. 
available in EVERY color! 

¼” Headband w 5” bow          BASIC HEADBANDS 
BCHB   12 headbands @ $6.00  $72.00 

MM10 in turquoise
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Best Sellers 
white, light pink, pink, hot pink, shocking pink, 
red

Infant (2”)  BEST SELLERS
MM3   24 bows @ $1.75   $42.00  

Toddler (3”)  BEST SELLERS 
MM4   24 bows @ $2.25   $54.00 

Small (4”)  BEST SELLERS 
MM5   12 bows @ $2.50   $30.00 

Big (5”)   BEST SELLERS 
MM6   12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Giant (7”)  BEST SELLERS 
MM8   12 bows @ $4.00   $48.00 

Little Girls’ Favorites 
lt pink, pink, hot pink, shocking pink, tulip, 
lt orchid, orchid, delphinium, turquoise, 
Navajo turquoise & white

Infant (2”)  LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM170   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)  LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM171   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM172   12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00 

Big (5”)   LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM173  12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Big (5”) on ¼” HB   LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM174   12 headbands @ $6.00  $72.00 

Giant (7”)  LITTLE GIRLS’ FAVORITES 
MM175   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

MM173
Grosgrain

MM6

MM174
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Basic Bright
red, torrid orange, maize, emerald, turquoise, 
century blue, regal, azalea, shocking pink, hot pink, 
white & lt navy

Infant (2”)  BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM14   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)  BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM15   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM16   12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00

Big (5”)   BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM17   12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Big (5”) on ¼” HB   BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM18   12 headbands @ $6.00  $72.00 

Giant (7”)  BASIC BRIGHTS 
MM19   12 bows @$4.00  $48.00

Headbands 
½” Headband  BASIC HEADBANDS 
MM1   12 headbands @ $4.00  $48.00 

1” Headband  BASIC HEADBANDS 
MM2   12 headbands @ $5.00 $60.00

Grosgrain
MM16Monogramable Longtailed bows

Add your own monogram to ANY color of ribbon.  
SPECIAL ORDER 4 per minimum specify attachment: 
barrette, pony elastic or clippie.

MM6L Small (4”) 4 bows @ $3.50   $14.00
MM7L Big (5”)    4 bows @ $4.00 $16.00
MM8L Giant (7”)  4 bows @ $5.00  $20.00

MM7L

MM8L

MM1
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Basic Pastels 
white, lt pink, pink, rose pink, pearl pink, baby maize, 
mint, lt blue, blue, bluebird & lt orchid 

Infant (2”)   BASIC PASTELS 
MM32   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)  BASIC PASTELS 
MM33   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  BASIC PASTELS 
MM34   12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00 

Big (5”)   BASIC PASTELS 
MM35   12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Big (5”) on ¼” Headband     BASIC PASTELS 
MM36   12 headbands @ $6.00  $72.00 

Giant  (7”)  BASIC PASTELS 
MM37   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

Small (4”) bows clippped onto headbands
MM34hb 12 headbands @ $6.50 $78.00 

MM41MM34

Variety Pastels 
coral rose, pink, tulip, seashell, apricot, wheat, 
pistachio, lime juice, aqua, ocean blue, 
periwinkle, tropic lilac

Infant (2”)    VARIETY PASTELS 
MM41   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)   VARIETY PASTELS 
MM42   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)   VARIETY PASTELS 
MM43   12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00 

Big (5”)    VARIETY PASTELS 
MM44   12 bow @ $3.00  $36.00 

Giant (7”)  VARIETY PASTELS 
MM45   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00

Grosgrain

MM34hb

call 800-828-BOWS   fax 847-501-2761
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Vintage Vogue
lt coral, coral, tea rose, oatmeal, natural, cream, 
antique white, white, icy pink, mauve, chalk violet & 
millennium silver

Infant (2”)  VINTAGE VOGUE 
SS280   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)  VINTAGE VOGUE 
SS281   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  VINTAGE VOGUE 
SS282  12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00 

Big (5”)  VINTAGE VOGUE 
SS283  12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Giant (7”) VINTAGE VOGUE 
SS287  12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

Watercolors 
wheat, lemonade, gold, antique blue, iris, 
bluebird, thistle, chalk violet, wild rose, mauve, tulip, 
icy pink

Infant (2”)  WATERCOLORS
SS300   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3”)  WATERCOLORS
SS301   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00 

Small (4”)  WATERCOLORS
SS302   12 bows @ $2.50  $30.00 

Big (5”)   WATERCOLORS
SS303   12 bows @ $3.00  $36.00 

Giant  (7”)  WATERCOLORS
SS304  12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

SS283
SS303

in icy pink

SS301

call 800-828-BOWS   fax 847-501-2761
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Stitched Grosgrain

SS114

MM113
in red

Stitched Grosgrain Bows 
colors (as pictured on strip #SS112): denim, red, 
hot pink, rose pink, wheat, apple, mint, turquoise, 
lt blue, lilac, lt pink, white

Infant (2”)  STITCHED GROSGRAIN 
SS111   24 bows @ $2.25  $54.00

Toddler (3”)  STITCHED GROSGRAIN 
SS116   24 bows @ $2.50  $60.00 

Small (4”)  STITCHED GROSGRAIN 
SS112   12 bows @ $3.25 $39.00 

Big (5”)  STITCHED GROSGRAIN
SS113   12 bows @ $3.50 $42.00

Stitched Grosgrain Headbands 
Flat bow on ¼” HB   STITCHED GROSGRAIN
colors , red, hot pink, rose pink, lt pink, lilac, denim, 
french blue, turquoise, apple, wheat, orange, white
SS117         12 headbands @ $6.00  $72.00

1½” Headband   STITCHED GROSGRAIN 
lilac, gray, olive, wheat, lt. pink, hot pink, red, wine, 
white, apple, turquoise, french blue, denim, forest,     
black, brown (also available: orange, rose pink)
SS114   16 headbands @ 7.50  $120.00

SS117
in white

SS117
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SS112
Seersucker

Seersucker
colors: lt pink, orchid, copen blue, mint green, yellow 
gold, poppy red, navy

Big (5” bow on clippie)  SEERSUCKER
SS295   12 bows @ $4.00  $48.00 

Giant (7” bow on teeth clip) SEERSUCKER 
SS297   12 bows @ $5.00  $60.00

BCHB (5” bow on headband) SEERSUCKER
SS291   7 bows @ $8.00  $54.00

SS295SS295

French Silk Trellis Headbands  
2” Headband French silk    TRELLIS  
TR2  8 headbands @ $7.50    $60.00

SS295
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Candy Stripes
Infant (2” bow on clippie) CANDY STRIPES 
CS10   24 bows @ $1.75  $42.00 

Toddler (3” bow on clippie) CANDY STRIPES 
CS11   24 bows @ $2.25 $54.00

Small (4” bow on clippie)  CANDY STRIPES 
CS12   12 bows @$2.75  $33.00 

Big (5” bow on clippie)  CANDY STRIPES 
CS13   12 bows @$3.25  $39.00 

½” headband  CANDY STRIPES 
CS14   12 headbands @ $3.50 $42.00 

SC on ½” headband    CANDY STRIPES 
CS14SC  12 headbands @ $6.50 $78.00 

Big (5”) on ¼” HB    CANDY STRIPES 
CS15   8 headbands @$6.00  $48.00 

1½” Headbands  CANDY STRIPE
CS2   8 headbands @ $7.50 $60.00

Candy Stripes

CS14SC

CS14

CS2

CS15

CS13CS12
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SS231

Ruffled—Pastel 
colors: white, lt pink, pink, orange cream, baby maize, lime 
juice, navajo turquoise, lt blue, lt orchid

Super Toddler  (3” bow)    RUFFLED PASTEL 
SS236         12 bows @ $3.75        $45.00

Big (5” bow on clippie)      RUFFLED PASTEL
SS237         12 bows @ $4.00        $48.00

Ruffled—Bright 
colors: red, orange, yellow, apple, navajo turquoise, 
orchid, grape, wildberry, shocking pink, 
hot pink, pink & lt pink

Super Toddler  (3”)     RUFFLED BRIGHT
SS231         12 bows @ $3.75       $45.00

Big (5”)         RUFFLED BRIGHT
SS233         12 bows @ $4.00 $48.00

Ruffles

SS236

SS233

All White Bows 
A Special Occasion Must Have! 
organdy, satin, lace, satin-edged organdy, 
latticed organdy & silk bows in white

Infant & Toddler  ALL WHITE 
2” bows, & 3” bows on clippie 
MM126   24 bows        $46.00 

Small, Big & Giant  ALL WHITE 
4” bows & 5”, 7” bows on teeth clips 
MM127   12 bows     $42.00 

MM127

Flower Girl Headbands
½” Headband         FLOWER GIRL
colors: lt pink, off white, white
PE1   3 headbands @ $7.50 $22.50

MM127
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Atlanta 
Bows Arts Showroom
Apparel Mart Bldg. 3
Suite #13-S340B
Atlanta, GA 30303
p. 800-828-BOWS
f.  847-501-2697
contact@bowsarts.biz 

Chicago StyleMax
1944 Lehigh Ave.
Suite B
Glenview, IL 60026
p. 800-828-BOWS
contact@bowsarts.biz

New York & Baltimore
Lynn Meyer
34 W. 33rd St., 
Room 322
New York, NY 10001
p. 212-947-5522
p. 800-989-9499
f.  212-947-5622
LynnMeyerInc@aol.com

Los Angeles
Sylvia Gill 

Childrenswear Collections
110 E. 9th St., suite A680

Los Angeles, CA 90079
p. 213-622-8271
f. 213-622-2395

lashowroom@sylviagill.com

Honolulu, HI
Sylvia Gill 

213-622-8271

MINIMUM ORDER $150

ORDER BY THE STRIP OR 
BY THE PIECE.  

MINIMUM OF 3PC WHEN 
YOU CHOOSE 

YOUR COLORS.

Immediate Ship
flip thru our digital catalog 

www.bowsarts.com
Register as wholesale customer

Online:
www.bowsarts.com   

contact@bowsarts.biz
facebook.com/BowsArts

pinterest@BowsArts
twitter @BowsArts

Instagram @BowsArts

800-828-BOWS
By phone International: 847-501-3171

By FAX: 847-501-2761

ACRYLIC TUBE DISPLAY
dimensions:  14” x 6” x 6”
#AT10         1 tube @ $15 ea

COUNTER TOP
HEADBAND DISPLAY
Holds 3 tiers of headbands (16-40pc)
dimensions:  10” x 14” x 18”
#3THBD         1 display @ $45 ea

WOODEN CRATE DISPLAY 
BOX
dimensions:  15” x 6” x 5”
#WC10         1 box @ $15ea
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FL315FL490

Chrysanthemum
3” flower on velvet backed clippies in : shocking pink, 
red, orange, yellow, turquoise, pink, lt pink & white
FL315    8 on clippies @ $6.00 $48.00
FL315-FTHB   8 on headbands @ $8.00   $64.00

FL490
turquoise

FL315 
orange

Chiffon Chrysanthemum  
2 ½” flower on velvet backed clippies in : black, red, 
shocking pink, lt pink, white, ivory, butter yellow, 
aqua, turquoise & purple
FL490   10 flowers @ $4.50  $45.00
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Tulle

Sparkle Chiffon Flower   
layers of sparkle tulle & chiffon with beads 
and sequins at the center on velvet lined clippie.
colors: ivory, white, grey, mauve, lt pink, 
coral, red, fuchsia, grape, royal 
FL515  10 flowers @ $4.00  $40.00
FL515+FTHB 10 headbands @ $6.00   $60.00

FL510 FL515 FL515
on FTHB

Mini Sparkle Chiffon Flower   
layers of sparkle tulle & chiffon on silicon-lined 
grippie clippie in colors: black, ivory, white, 
silver, lilac, lt pink, mauve, coral, shocking, 
fuchsia, red, magenta, royal, aqua
FL510  18 flowers @ $3.00  $54.00

FL510  magenta

FL520

Sparkle Tulle Flower  
glitter covered tulle flower on headband or 
clippie.  colors: white, champagne, blush pink, 
hot pink, pearl pink, grey, navy, black
FL520  10 flowers @ $3.50 $35.00
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FL380

FL380 in white 

Anemone Flower on Grippie Clippie 
Velvet loop flower on “grippie clippies” 
guaranteed not to slip!!!    colors: red, magenta, 
hot pink, lt pink, white, ivory, blue, lilac 
FL380      16 flowers @ $3.50 $56.00

Flowers

Tulle Pompom on Grippie Clippie 
1½” pompom silicone lined grippie clippies.  Colors: 
aqua, ivory, white, lt pink, shocking pink, red, & grey
FL84   14 flowers @ $3.00  $42.00

FL84

FL84
lt pink
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Denim Star “Popper” New! 
Pop this denim star clippie on a bow wear it on it’s 
own.  colors: navy, lt blue, hot pink
DSC10       12 pcs @ $2.50  $30.00

Metallic Star “Popper” New! 
Pop this metallic star clippie on a bow wear it on it’s 
own.  colors: shocking pink, lt pink, silver, gold, turq.
MSC10      15 pcs @ $2.50   $37.50

Sparkle Star “Popper” New! 
Pop this sparkle star clippie on a bow wear it on it’s 
own.  colors: gold, multi-silver, silver,  lt pink, fuchsia
SSC10       15 pcs @ $2.50  $37.50

Tiny Crown “Popper” New! 
Pop this 1” crown clippie on a bow wear it on it’s own.  
colors: pink, silver, gold (on model)
TCC10       12 pcs @ $2.50  $30.00
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FL174

Chiffon Flower
2” wide chiffon puffs in white, lt pink, pink, azalea, 
red, yellow, green, turquoise, lt blue, purple, grape
FL173     12 flowers @ $3.00  $36.00

Nassau Flower
4” wide chiffon puffs in white, pink, azalea, red, 
yellow, green, turquoise, grape
FL174    8  flowers @ $3.00  $24.00

Felt Pompom on Grippie Clippie  
1½” poms in: white, cream, mustard, light pink, orange, 
red, wine,  shocking pink, fuchsia, tulip, purple, apple, 
turquoise, navy, black, silver
FL450    16 poms @ $3.00  $48.00

Shabby Chiffon Flower
2” wide soft vintage flowers in: lt pink, pink, hot pink, 
shocking pink, red, coral, bright yellow, butter, ivory, 
white, grey, navy
FL354  12 flowers @ $2.50       $30.00

FL450 FL354 FL173
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Bows Arts 
for Baby:

What are 
Grippie Clippies?

Grippies clippies are Bows Arts 
fully lined and ribbon covered 

clippies for infants.

h No metal scratches baby’s head.
h Comfort ribbon wraps all metal points.

h100% ribbon covered clippies 
h Jelly silicon inside holds the finest hair! New! Diamond Dust Grosgrain 

Bowtie bow on Grippie Clippies
silicon lined covered clippies with sparkling bowtie 
bows.  Ages:  0-4 years   Colors: azalea, shocking, hot 
pink, sherbet, lt pink, white, baby maize, apple, tropi-
cal blue, mineral ice, electric blue, grape.
DDG-GC       24 bows@ $3.50      $84.00

Sparkle Party Bow on Baby Headband 
Stretchy headbands  Colors: purple, lt pink, 
hot pink, shocking pink, black, silver 
SPBHB       6 headbands @ $5.50      $33.00

SPBHB 
in shocking pink

Druzy Quartz on Grippie Clippies
grosgrain wrapped baby clip with silicone 
lining inside to hold is baby’s thin hair. 

colors : old gold, black, silver, white, ivory, 
bright gold, silver/peach, light pink, silver/
coral, shocking pink, red, lilac, royal, turquoise
DQ50  28 clips @ $2.50 $70.00
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Grippie Clippies in White & Lt Pink
Motifs: sequin, daisy, rosebud, beaded flower, 
organdy pearl flower, satin flower
MM300+  24 clippies @ $2.25     $54.00

Infant 2” Bow on Grippie Clippies
silicon lined fully covered clippies will never slip.
colors: red, shocking pink, hot pink, lt pink, grey, white, 
antique white, maize, apple, turquoise, lt orchid, navy, 
black
MM410  26 bows @ $1.75     $45.50

MM300MM410 BPC1

Baby Pop Clip     
“Tick-Tac” or “Snap Clips”
Colors: white, lt. pink, pink, hot pink, shocking pink
BPC1   20 clippies @ $1.50 $30.00

BPC1
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Wide Sheer Stretchy Baby Headband
2” soft stretchy headbands with a loop to add any flower or bow.
Shown with Tulle Flower attached
Colors : pearl pink, shocking pink, champagne, white, silver, black
FL520SNHB  6 stretch headband with flower  @ $5.50           $33.00
SNHB      6 stretch headband solo   @ $2.00            $12.00

Stretchy Headband 
Add any bow or flower! 
Soft stretchy headbands with a loop to add any bow 
or flower.  Sizes:  0-1 years   or   2+ years 

Colors from left to right: wine, red, magenta, wild berry, 
shocking pink, hot pink, pearl pink, lt pink, pink, 
watermellon, ivory, white, silver, black, delphinium, orchid, 
lt orchid, lt blue, turquoise, lt navy, forest green, maize, 
butter, & gold.
FTHB       24 headbands @ $2.00      $48.00
FTHB       24 carded headbands @ $2.25 $54.00
BPC1+FTHB     10 headbands @ $3.50 $35.00

Baby Stretchy Bands

FTHB + BPC1

FL520SNHB 
in pearl pink 

see p. 26
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MSHB10

Cotton Jersey Baby Headband
Soft stretchy headbands  Size:  0-4 years 
Colors: Lt pink, shocking pink, red, lilac
CJHB10       4 headbands @ $7.50      $30.00

Metallic Stretch Baby Headband 
Stretchy metallic headbands  Size:  0-4 years 
Colors: turquoise, silver, gold, lt pink, magenta, red
MSHB10       6 headbands @ $7.50      $45.00
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Baby Stretchy Bands

New! Diamond Dust Grosgrain 
Bowtie bow on Rolled Stretch 
Baby Headband
super soft stretchy headbands  
Size:  0-4 years   Colors: azalea, shocking, 
hot pink, sherbet, lt pink, white, baby maize, 
apple, tropical blue, mineral ice, electric blue, 
grape.
DDGBHB       12 headbands@ $5.50      $66.00

Wide Nylon Baby Headband  New!
ULTRA SOFT & ADD-A-BOW wide stretchy  
headbands for ages:  0-4 years  
Colors: lt pink, white
WNBHB       12 headbands @ $2.00      $24.00

Grosgrain Shoelace Bows 
on Stretch Infant headband  New!
Stretchy headbands with attached grosgrain 
bows.    Size:  0-4 years  Colors: lt pink, 
hot pink, rose pink, nude, ivory, white
GSBHB       12 headbands @ $4.00      $48.00
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LBTHB 
in lt pink 

Leather Bowtie Stretch Babyband
Stretchy headbands  Size:  0-4 years  Colors: 
black, silver, white, mushroom, salmon, lt pink
LBTHB       6 headbands @ $5.00      $30.00

Linen Shoelace Bows 
on Stretch Infant headband  New!
Stretchy headbands with attached soft linen 
bows.    Size:  0-4 years  
Colors: navy, off-white, mauve, lt pink
LSBHB       8 headbands @ $4.00      $32.00

Nylon Bow Baby Headband  New!
Soft Nylon bow on stretchy headbands  
Size:  0-4 years  Colors: white, lt pink
NBBHB       8 headbands @ $4.00      $32.00

Rolled Stretch Babyband  New!
ADD-A-BOW super soft stretchy headbands  
Size:  0-4 years  
Colors: lt pink, hot pink, rose pink, nude, ivory, 
white
RBHB       12 headbands @ $2.00      $24.00
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1944 Lehigh Ave. 
Suite B.
Glenview, IL 60026

like us on

call 800-828-BOWS 

fax 847-501-2761

contact@bowsarts.biz

Looking for Baby Stuff?

Stretchy Bands
h ultra soft narrow nylon
h “add-a-bow” style
hwide & sheer

Grippie Clippies
h100% ribbon covered clippies 
h silicon inside holds the finest hair
h no metal scratches baby’s head
h ribbon wraps all metal points

Poppers
hpop on the center of your bow

hor wear the clip alone
h 2 looks in one

h change out your seasonal themes

<Start HERE 


